
BEINECKE SCHOLARSHIP ESSAY HELP

The Beinecke Scholarship supports graduate study leading to a PhD or MA/MFA in the arts, humanities, Sample
Application Essays (from Emory University).

A transcript. Official transcripts from study abroad programs, as well as from institutions from which you
transferred should be ordered in time for the internal deadline, as waiting for the endorsement decision may
interfere with your ability to get them in on time. As you're writing your letter, we'd like to encourage you to
keep the following points in mind: Make the Case for Excellence: The Beinecke truly seeks to reward
excellence; in past years Beinecke Scholars have had an outstanding academic record that has enabled them to
go directly to top graduate programs right after finishing their bachelor's degree. If you are nominated by the
College, you will need to provide the Office of Fellowships a hard copy of your transcripts to send to the
Beinecke Foundation. Deadlines p. Students wishing to be considered for a nomination must turn in the
following materials by 5pm the day of the internal deadline: A completed copy of the Beinecke application
form. Students graduating one or two semesters after the semester of application are considered juniors. The
statement should include a discussion of some experiences and ideas that have shaped those interests, plans
and aspirations. Finally, some administrative details: All letters need to be submitted as a hard copy, signed on
letterhead, and in a sealed envelope. Essays and Policy Proposal Leadership Essay characters incl. Students
interested in applying for the Beinecke should contact the Office of Fellowships, Opportunities, and
Undergraduate Research in the fall for an informational meeting on the Beinecke Scholarship and nomination
process. She will register you, and you will receive an email from the Truman Foundation with a link to begin
your application. Send the form via email attachment to Diane Flynn, Director of the Beinecke Scholarship
Program, at: beineckescholarship gmail. Amherst candidates should ask an AC faculty member unless
otherwise approved by the Director of Fellowships. Candidates should consult with the fellowship advisor on
whether to include such materials. The Truman Scholarship Application Essays The Truman Scholarship
application requires extensive writing in the form of more than a dozen questions to answer with lists and
short essays and a separate two-page policy proposal. A current resume. We may contact one or more of these
recommenders during the selection process. Be a college junior pursuing a bachelor's degree during the year of
application. The Director of Fellowships will upload scanned copies of your transcripts to the Truman
Foundation. The scholarship seeks to encourage and enable highly motivated students to pursue graduate
study and to be courageous in the selection of their choice of graduate programs including study in the United
States or abroad. Plan to enter a master's or doctoral program in the arts, humanities or social sciences. Award
Amount Twenty scholarships are awarded nationwide each year. Letters can be addressed to: Beinecke
Scholarship Selection Committee. There are no geographic restrictions on the use of the scholarship, and
recipients are allowed to supplement the award with other scholarships, assistantships and research grants.
Public Service Essay characters incl. Resume: For fellowships, resumes may be up to two pages long and
should include adademic information including awards, work experience, service and leadership activities.


